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The U.S. competition with the U.S.S.R. for technological dominance spurred the U.S. on to the first-ever landing on the moon. Space exploration served as another dramatic arena for Cold War competition. By landing on the moon, the United States effectively “won” the space race. Space Race: Cold War Front - ?The Space Race - ?Space Race
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The Space Race was a competition between the USA and the USSR to explore space using artificial satellites and manned spacecraft. It can be seen as a part John F. Kennedy and the Space Race - White House Historical whitehousehistory.org//john-f-kennedy-and-the-space-race

That past September, the Space Task Group was scheduled to launch Big Joe, an Atlas missile carrying the first Mercury capsule. The writers of Apollo: Race to the Cold War for Kids: Space Race - Ducksters
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Kids learn the history of the Space Race during the Cold War. A race between the United States and the Soviet Union to put a man on the Moon. Race to the Moon NASA: Challenging the Space Frontier
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Read about the space race between the United States and Soviet Union. President Kennedy wants the U.S. to be the first to walk on the moon. Includes links to The Space Race - Digital History
teacher.scholastic.com/space/friendship7/?Cached

Learn about the beginning of the space race when the Soviet Union launches Sputnik. Includes links to learn about other important times in space history, with NOVA
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Flash version View a time line of the U.S.-Soviet space race from its early years in the mid-1950s to the 1975 Apollo-Soyuz mission.Space Race - NebraskaStudies.Orgnebraskastudies.org/0900/frameset_reset.html?
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Sputnik 1 was a metal sphere the size of large beach ball with four antennas that broadcast a simple pattern of signals. This exploded view allows us to see Who won the space race? - Jeff Steers - YouTube
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